
LIFTMASTER
When security really

matters - at no extra cost!

®
MAGIC BUTTON  MAXIMUM SECURITY REMOTE

®
The MAGIC BUTTON  remote control transmitter is designed to deliver unparalleled security for all 
domestic and commercial applications.

Features:
- 69-Bit encrypted data transmission guarantees security with each transmitter uniquely coded 
- Self learning receiver technology stores up to 340 unique transmitter codes.
- Can be used to replace any existing remote control system.
- Convenient size allows attachment to key-ring or placement under dash with velcro.
- Easy to add new transmitters with the push of a single button.
- Four channel transmitter allows for optimal flexibility.
- 433.92MHz crystal locked transmitter frequency immune from “Ghost openings” caused by baby     
  monitors, 27MHz CB radio etc. In extreme circumstances other radio equipment on the same  
  frequency may cause range reduction. An alternative radio frequency may need to be used which 

®  may not offer the same features as the MAGIC BUTTON .
- All transmissions are immune from code grabbing and code scanning techniques as often used by 
  resourceful thieves.
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AUTOMATION

ACCESSORIES
Photo electric beams
Vehicle Detectors
Safety edge profile
Emergency stop controls
Flashing lights
Traffic lights
Radio & access control

RECEIVER TYPES:
! 6-PIN PLUG IN
! 2 CHANNEL HARD WIRE
! 4 CHANNEL HARD WIRE
! WIEGAND RECEIVER FOR

INTERFACING WITH ALL
26-BIT WIEGAND ACCESS
CONTROL  SYSTEMS

Applications:
- Garage doors, automatic gates.
- Office reception, foyers, commercial buildings
- Remote arming and disarming of security alarms.
- Personal emergency transmitters.

Wiegand 26Bit Standard



®Magic Button  Programmer 
®The Magic Button  Programmer offers easy deletion of individual remotes and the simple 

®backup and restoring of all the information on any Magic Button  programmable receiver. 
The Programmer ensures the management of the access control system is minimized with little 
or no disturbance to authorized users and property managers.

Features:
- Plugs directly into all Magic Button 433MHz 6-Pin and Hardwire series receivers.
- Simple delete function allows any one (or more) Magic Button remotes to be easily deleted without affecting other  
  stored remotes.
- Easy to completely backup and restore entire contents of any Magic Button receiver within seconds.
- Dual mode serial number display shows either standard hexadecimal Magic Button serial numbers or Magic Button 
  Wiegand decimal card numbers.
- Removable storage chips enable backups of any number of Magic Button receivers to be easily stored and managed.
- Magic Button Programmer derives operating power from the target receiver eliminating the need for internal batteries.

. Delete individual remotes 
  with a touch of a button

. Back-up remote information

. View information stored on 
  the receivers

. Compatible with all Magic 
®  Button  433MHz receivers

As Liftmaster Electronics policy is one of constant improvement, we reserve the right to alter any part of these specifications without notice and without incurring any obligation.
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OFFSITE PROGRAMMING OF REMOTES
WHEN COMBINED WITH MAGIC CELL 
When Magic Button receiver is combined with the Magic Cell GSM 
device, transmitters can be added and deleted by administrator  via 
SMS or computer software.
Use of Magic Cell  also allows users access via phone, The Magic 
Cell recognises programmed phone numbers and allows access 
without any call costs.  Phone users can be added and deleted with 
the option of access time zones by administrator via SMS or  
computer software.
Combining Magic Cell with Magic Button receivers combines the 
benefits of radio control with GSM technology.
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